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We raise the bar and lead the way.
At Apollo Projects, we’ve never been afraid to raise 
the bar even higher and set new standards for what is 
possible. For us, success isn’t something you leave to 
chance. We believe that the best buildings start with a 
solid foundation – their design. 

Unlike other construction companies, we’ll partner with 
you from the very start to ensure your design works for 
you. This means getting involved in your project at the 
beginning and taking the journey with you right up until 
we hand you the keys. 

We listen to your needs, talk to the right trades early, 
and craft innovative solutions that ensure your building 
performs as it should. It’s a way of working that reduces 
the risk of your project needing costly design changes 
down the track. 

Our experts know what works and what doesn’t, and 
our partnerships with key consultants and contractors 
ensure you’re getting competitive prices, quality and 
performance, every time. 

Talk to us today about making your project a reality. 

Your trust is everything to us.
Apollo Projects has been delivering stunning facilities for 
organisations across Aoteaora since 2001. Our years of 
experience and highly skilled team ensure your building 
performs at its best, includes sustainable design, and is  
a project you can be proud to own.

When our founding directors, Craig Waghorn and Paul 
Lloyd started Apollo, they were determined to do things 
differently. They wanted to partner with clients from the 
very start and take peoples’ building ambitions from 
concept all the way to reality – something the industry 
hadn’t been doing.

We’ve grown a lot since those early days, but we’ve never 
lost sight of what matters most to us – building trusting 
relationships with the people we serve. It’s central to the 
way we work.

Apollo Projects is different simply because we do the 
mahi as your partner and use our expertise to ensure your 
completed facility does what it should, on time and within 
budget.

It’s our belief that a client’s trust is everything, and we are 
as committed to this today as we were the day it all began.

Apollo Projects has designed and built a range of 
food processing facilities across Aotearoa, from 
poultry, meat and aquaculture plants, to bakeries and 
health supplement production labs.

We consider everything that affects the timing and 
cost of projects, not just the construction, and our 
expert understanding of food processing techniques 
and technologies means we can create outstanding 
designs for our clients.

Our portfolio of work includes the Ngāi Tahu 
Seafood processing facility in Bluff; Waikato Valley 
Chocolates; Santa Rosa Foods’ chicken processing 
plant in Christchurch; and Golden Bay Fruit’s apple 
packhouse, which took home a silver medal in the 
2021 Commercial Project Awards.

Whether it’s pressurised hygiene zones, High-
Efficiency Particulate Absorbing (HEPA) filtration, 
floor protection, or waste disposal, drainage and 
refrigeration systems, we know the ins and outs of 
what food processing facilities need and the hygiene 
standards required.

We can take your project all the way from concept 
to completion, keeping in touch with you at every 
stage along the way. It’s a process that will give you 
confidence and piece of mind.

Make sure your new food or beverage facility delivers 
exactly what you need, with Apollo Projects

We are experts 
in building 
for the food 
and beverage 
industry.

“Despite the very challenging 
timeframes and site conditions 
imposed upon the various project 
design and construction teams, Apollo 
Projects persevered throughout. They 
produced an exceptional, world-class 
and future proofed, multi-species 
seafood processing facility that was 
fully compliant and delivered to Ngāi 
Tahu Seafood on time and within 
budget.” 

Andrew Peti, Operations Manager  
Ngāi Tahu Seafood

Golden Bay Fruit
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